Required Portfolio Projects

Your TAPP portfolio requirements are listed below. These are the minimum requirements for all students. Students are urged to exceed the minimum requirements to individualize their portfolios and enhance their quality. Questions regarding the portfolios can be addressed to any of the faculty teaching in the TAPP area.

1. Original design from Product Development class. Include a specification sheet and professional photograph.

2. Apparel design from Apparel Evaluation. Include a specification sheet and professional photograph.

3. A Kaledo/U4ia print pattern design, demonstrating professional pattern drops and use of colorways.

4. An original CAD based apparel design shown in flat format.

5. An original design derived from your Creative Design Foundations class, including a professional photograph.

6. Fashion Promotion final project.

7. Trend Analysis project.

8. Merchandising line assortment plan.

9. Textile Structures Kaledo/U4ia derived woven textile design project.

10. Quality Assurance final project/Color Analysis Page